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ImagInatIon and CooperatIon In the Care for our
Common home: what Can human evolutIon tell us
about human beIng In the anthropoCene? 

agustín fuentes

there is no doubt that humans have shaped the world for hundreds of mil-
lennia, but now we are doing it with increasing speed, impact, and zeal. In 2016
there are nearly 7.5 billion humans on the planet, twice what that number was
50 years ago, and all of us need food, shelter, water, space, and community. we
are in a precarious moment. theorists of the anthropocene drive this point
home with clarity.

stefan et al. tell us the human imprint on the global environment has
become so large and active that it rivals some of the great forces of nature in
its impact on the functioning of the earth’s systems.1 hamilton and grinvald
convey that we are now on “a kind of hybrid earth, of nature injected with
human will, however responsibly or irresponsibly that will may have been exer-
cised.”2 and the geographer erle ellis tells us that “It is no longer possible to
understand, predict, or successfully manage ecological pattern, process, or
change without understanding why and how humans reshape these over the
long term.”3

the roots of our (i.e. humans’) abilities to shape the planet, ourselves, and
other life on it are extremely deep—deeper than many want to admit or realize.
stefan et al., in their review of the anthropocene via conceptual and historical
perspectives, tell us that

the history of interactions between humans and the environment in which
they were embedded goes back a very long way, to well before the emergence
of fully modern humans to the times of their hominid ancestors. during virtu-
ally all of this time, encompassing a few million years, humans and their ances-
tors influenced their environment in many ways, but always by way of modifi-
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cation of natural ecosystems to gain advantage in gathering the vegetative food
sources they required or in aiding the hunt for the animals they hunted.4

and fiona Coward and Clive gamble muse that the transition from
hominins to humans was

underpinned by changing social relationships between hominins—and, cru-
cially, between hominins and the material world—building on a basic hominid
cognitive repertoire expanded during hominin evolution through the spinning
of networks of social relationships that link us over increasing distances
through space and time.5

over the course of human evolution, humans have had a significant hand in
shaping—even transforming—ecosystems and other species as they transformed
themselves. we are in a time and a place where we need to seriously consider
the implications of this. In the anthropocene we should be asking more inte-
grative and thus effective questions about the world and how we relate to and
in it. this is illustrated succinctly via a photo by dhritman das, a grand prize
winner of a recent national geographic photo contest. It is a striking picture of
a gigantic garbage dump in southern India with giant, meat-eating storks,
humans, and sacred cows climbing across the refuse of millions of people. It is
multispecies interaction, history, ecology and agency entangled and inter-
meshed. It is the contemporary human reality, and we urgently need complex,
interdisciplinary, transdisciplinary discourse to figure out how to even think
about the kinds of questions it poses and the answers we might develop.

one thing is clear: we need to be able to think effectively about the ways
in which we imagine and see the world. human perception, experience, and
contemplation relate to human action, manipulation, and construction: how we
see and interpret the world has real ecological and evolutionary consequences.
the anthropologist ashley montagu tells us that the human niche, the way we
live in the world, is created through our ability to use symbols, abstractions,
ideas, to think big, to dream: “the symbols, the ideas, are created in the mind
… but the human animal learns not only to create them, but to project them
onto the external world, and there transform them into reality.”6 our ability to
dream things up and to make them happen is what makes us distinctive.
human imagination, collaboration, and creativity are at the very root of how we
evolved and why we are the way we are. the human ability to move back and
forth between the realms of “what is” and “what could be” has enabled us to
reach beyond being a successful species to become an exceptional one.

but we do not do this alone. the nature of humans’ collaboration is multi-
layered and varies widely, and our distinctively human capacity for shared inten-
tionality coupled with human imagination is how we became who we are today.

In understanding how we came to be in the anthropocene and what we
can do about it, we need to seek an integration of evolutionary histories and
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processes, social experience, symbolic life, faith, hope, and the myriad of ways
by which we can successfully be and become human. we need to focus
emphatically on the myriad processes of becoming human rather than on the
state of being human or of having become human or some particulars of the
most recent human industrial and technological experience. Instead of thinking
of the biological, social, and ecological processes of becoming as distinct enter-
prises, we need to see them as intertwined and integrated. In doing so, we are
better equipped to examine the patterns and processes of the anthropocene
and think together about what we need to do to develop more sustainable out-
comes for our common home.

engaging with human evolution can offer us something substantive for this
arena of contemplation. however, to engage in any conversation about evolu-
tionary processes and humanity, we must discard the archaic and incorrect con-
ceptualization of duality between nature and nurture as a basal assumption. we
must stop drawing this separation in our minds. It does not reflect reality. 

Combining current datasets concerning human evolutionary histories with
contemporary evolutionary theory helps us think about humanity across
boundaries. or, in simpler terms, most people do not actually understand what
we currently know about evolutionary processes, how they function, or how
they speak to us across what we assume are strict and reductionist scientific
boundaries. here I offer a brief review of salient aspects of human evolution-
ary history and contemporary evolutionary theory to provide a context for
where and how we might best navigate the precarious scenario we have pro-
duced for ourselves and all life on this planet. 

human evolutIonary hIstory In a nutshell

over the last two million years, the human lineage underwent clear mor-
phological changes alongside less easily measurable but significant behavioral
and cognitive shifts as it forged and was shaped by new niches—human niches.
our lineage developed from a group of small, fangless, clawless, naked, bipedal,
ape-like beings to the makers of stone tools, the controllers of fire, and the pro-
ducers of cave art and on to become the constructors of towns, cities, and
empires, ultimately becoming a (or the) principal force in the global ecosystem. 

In a nutshell, what we see across the pleistocene is the emergence of a human
niche, one that is material, ecological, perceptual, and eventually, metaphysical. 

In contemporary ecological theory, a niche is the structural, temporal, and
social context in which a species exists. It includes space, structure, climate,
nutrients, and other physical and social factors as they are experienced and
restructured by organisms and by competitors, collaborators and other agents in
a shared environment.7 the human niche is, then, the spatial and social sphere
that includes the structural ecologies (including other species), social partners,
and the larger local group/population. human niches are the context for the
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lived experience of humans and their communities, where they share “kinship”
and social and ecological histories, and where they create and participate in
shared knowledge, social and structural security and development across the
lifespan.8 but for humans, since at least the latter pleistocene, the niches they
occupy, structure, and interact with also include the perceptual contexts of
human individuals and communities—the ways in which the structural and social
relationships are perceived and expressed via behavioral, symbolic, and materi-
al aspects of the human experience.9 terry deacon offers a term for this key
facet of the human niche, describing it as “a great ubiquitous semiotic ecosys-
tem in which we develop.”10 our ecology is simultaneously material, imagined,
perceived, and constructed. meaning matters, and it is evolutionally relevant. 

the human baseline of creative cooperation and the abilities to think,
communicate, and collaborate with increasing prowess transformed us into the
beings that invented the technologies that support large-scale societies and ulti-
mately, states. this collaborative and imaginative capacity for creativity also
drove the development of religious beliefs and ethical systems and our pro-
duction of masterful artwork.  tragically, it also fueled and facilitated our abil-
ity to compete in more deadly ways.  we apply essentially the same creativity
in killing other members of our species as well as to manipulating the planet to
the brink of complete devastation.11

how did this happen?  
to explore such a question, we have to briefly consider what we humans

have as an evolutionary baseline and what we have developed over our
pleistocene history.  that is, what about us is shared with other forms of life,
and what about us is distinctive and thus likely to be most important in under-
standing and engaging with the future in the anthropocene? 

let us start with what is not distinctively human but rather shared with our
close relatives: the primate characteristics of grasping hands, forward-facing,
overlapping eyes, and color vision; the hominoid characteristic of a 360-degree-
rotating arm-shoulder joint; a hominin morphology enabling bipedal locomo-
tion and further including the characteristics of a very large brain to body-size
ratio and high intensity hand-eye coordination and manual dexterity; and, with
genus homo, an extended developmental period with very early birth and long
periods of brain development post-partum, and the physiology to produce high-
ly modulated and cognitively controlled vocalizations. 

our hominin behavioral baseline is what we can comfortably assume that
the lCa (last common ancestor between hominins and other hominines, i.e.
african apes) exhibited (some 8-10 million years ago). this includes the fol-
lowing: some form of community (fission-fission multi-male and multi-female)
social organization; highly social groups with complex social relationships and
networks that cut across biological kinship with relatively high levels of cooper-
ation; increased social cognition relative to other primates; frequent social reci-
procity; local social tradition and innovation (“Culture”); and simple stone tool
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use. we might also assume, given the patterns observed in the remaining great
apes, modern humans, and the hominin lineage, a strong role for social niche
construction is present in the hominin behavioral baseline.12

It is over the course of our pleistocene evolution that a range of distinctive
cognitive and behavioral capacities developed, and these are the keys to the
hypotheses and models that seek to answer the question, “what is distinctively
human?” these include the following:

a substantial expansion in brain size and neurological plasticity; •
expanded cultural innovation via manipulation of extra-somatic materi-•
als (tools and others); 
accumulation of cultural complexity (including material technology) via•
an autocatalytic process involving feedback between creativity and trans-
mission (ratcheting);13 hyper-cooperation and multi-modal collabora-
tion as basic social and ecological processes;14

a co-evolutionary interdependence between the ecological, cognitive,•
and neural systems and skill transmission via an apprentice model;15

the development of a “language ready brain” and the eventual emer-•
gence of language;16

a distinctive human socio-cognitive niche17 and ubiquitous semiotic•
ecosystem;18

the holocene and post-holocene (anthropocene) explosions in•
demography, cultural diversity, material complexity, massive manipula-
tion of other organisms (domestication), and the creation of diverse
modes of extra somatic information transfer/technology (modernity and
post-modernity). 

In short, the human lineage acquired a distinctive set of neurological, physio-
logical, and social skills that enabled us to work together and think together in
order to create and collaborate at increasing levels of complexity. this collabo-
ration involves a capacity for imagination and the creation and use of symbol.
as terry deacon notes, humans are a “‘symbolic species,’ analogous to the way
we might characterize birds as aerial species and dolphins as aquatic species.
but unlike these ecologically specialized lineages, the symbolic ‘ecology’ that
humans evolved to fit is not external to the human lineage. It is inextricably part
of it.”19 It is our niche. we are first and foremost the species singularly distin-
guished and shaped by collaborative creativity.20
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Figure 1. summarizes this pattern with greater detail, highlighting the tem-
poral appearance of many salient features of the human niche.
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Contemporary evolutIonary theory (the extended evolutIonary

synthesIs (ees)): neuroanthropology and humanIty

to engage in any conversation about evolutionary processes and humani-
ty, we must discard the archaic—and incorrect—conceptualization of a duality
and separation between nature and nurture.  this is simply not the case. we
are not dualistic beings, and the world is not a dualistic place—at least not when
considering the entangled webs of bodies, ecologies and histories. 

Contemporary evolutionary theory is much more than archaic notions
of survival of the fittest or even a primacy of neo-darwinian natural selec-
tion.  It is called the extended evolutionary synthesis21 and can be summa-
rized as follows: 

mutation introduces genetic variation, which, in interaction with epigenetic
and developmental processes, produces biological variation in organisms,
which may be passed from generation to generation. 

natural selection shapes variation in response to specific constraints and pres-
sures in the environment (sensu lato), and gene flow and genetic drift struc-
ture the distribution and patterns (landscape) of that variation.

dynamic organism-environment interaction can result in niche construction,
which can change/shape the patterns, foci, and intensity of natural selection
and creates ecological inheritance.

phenotypic plasticity, developmental plasticity/reactivity, and acquisition of
non-genetically induced features (via neo-lamarckian processes) all can play
substantive roles in the patterns and production of variation. 

multiple pathways of inheritance (e.g. genetic, epigenetic, behavioral and sym-
bolic) can affect evolutionary processes.22

Kevin laland and colleagues effectively summarize what evolution is and how
it works:

organisms are constructed in development, not simply ‘programmed’
to develop by genes. living things do not evolve to fit into pre-existing
environments, but co-construct and coevolve with their environments,
in the process changing the structure of ecosystems.23

natural selection and niche construction are critical aspect of the ees24 and
human evolution, so they are worth a few moments of added explanation.  

natural selection does not mean what most people think it means. rather
than being a lethal competition for survival where the biggest, baddest and
“fittest” battle it out on the playing field of life, natural selection is a filtering
process that shapes variation in response to constraints and pressures in the
environment. Imagine the selection process as a giant strainer with openings of
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a certain size (that vary as environmental conditions vary), and that organisms
vary in sizes and shapes. these organisms have to pass through the strainer in
order to get to the next generation (that is, to reproduce and leave offspring).
some of the variants “fit” through the environmental challenges better than oth-
ers due to particular sizes, shapes, behaviors, etc., which results in their leaving
more offspring in subsequent generations who inherit the successful variants.
this process—the filtering of variation from generation to generation based on
pressures in the environment—is what natural selection describes. 

niche construction is the process of responding to the challenges and
conflicts of the environment by re-shaping the very pressures that the world
places on (each of) us. many organisms ‘do’ niche construction. beavers build
dams, changing the compositions of fish and crayfish, water temperature, and
water flow around their houses and thus altering the kinds of pressures they
face in the world. even earthworms niche construct. when arriving in a new
place, they work their way through the soil, ingesting it, changing its chemical
structure, and loosening it, thereby making a better environment for the sub-
sequent generations of worms living in that same place. however, humans are
a class all our own when it comes to niche construction.  towns, cities,
domestic animals, agriculture—the list goes on and on. the cooperative and
creative responses to the challenges the world throws at us and those we cre-
ate ourselves reshape the world around us, which in turn reshapes our bodies
and minds. we are the species that has a hand in making itself—niche con-
structors extraordinaire.

In ees and in the context of contemporary evolutionary theory, the brain
is particularly important—especially when we think of cognition, the function
which we assign to the brain and in which we place so much of our notions of
humanity.25 but brains are not computation-representation mechanisms; they
are part of performative, integrative systems. louise barrett and colleagues
argue that cognition involves much more than just the brain in that it is
“embodied, embedded, enactive, extended”—not limited to the biochemical
and physiological function of the large organ in our heads.26 work by the neu-
roanthropologists daniel lende and greg downey offers an excellent way to
think about how this relates to the human condition in the context of the ees.
they state:

neuroanatomy inherently makes experience material. without material
change in the brain, learning, memory, maturation, and even trauma could
not happen. neural systems adapt through long-term refinement and remod-
eling, which leads to deep enculturation. through systematic change in the
nervous system, the human body learns to orchestrate itself as well as it even-
tually does. Cultural concepts and meanings become anatomy … our brain
and nervous system are our cultural organs.27
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moreover,

most academic research implicitly or explicitly utilizes a reductive cause-effect
approach; in popular understandings of the brain, the tendency to single out
causal factors is even more prevalent. rather than one set of genes or an over-
arching system of meaning, humans’ capacity for abstract thought emerges
equally from social and individual sources, built of public symbol, evolution-
ary endowment, social scaffolding, and private neurological achievements.28

In short, the human niche, our way of being in the world, is a dynamic reality
wherein our genetic, epigenetic, and developmental systems interface and inte-
grate with our brains, bodies, and communities in the myriad of ways in which
humans navigate the diverse landscapes they inhabit. and this includes the
amazingly rich and varied ways in which we perceive, imagine, and shape the
world around us. 

CrItICal poInts of relevanCe: two Case studIes of human evolutIon,
ImagInatIon and CreatIvIty

here I offer two brief case studies to highlight the human niche and its
entanglements with niche construction, creativity, and cooperation.  these
cases illustrate two processes and patterns separated by nearly two million years,
both with critical and lasting impacts on ecologies, bodies and evolutionary tra-
jectories (ours and those of many other organisms). 

stone tool use

early stone tools are basically sharp rock flakes and edged stones, not over-
ly impressive in 2016.  but if we put them in context, a larger picture emerges:
these shaped rocks were not just a slightly better way to get food; they were the
starting point of a distinctive history of changes to our brains and bodies (our
niche) that paved the way for the development of increasingly complex tech-
nologies and lives. the simple, sharp flakes and edged stones of the earliest
tool industry are the first hard evidence of our lineage’s ability to see more than
what is simply in front of us, to create new form and function in the world, to
imagine, collaborate, and create. and in doing so, alter the world.  

It is likely that multiple lines of hominins were creating stone flakes to use
as tools by three million years ago. these tools were being used to cut the flesh
from animals and to chop, slice, and mash plant foods. one hominin lineage
(ours) began to elaborate on this activity, making it central to the way they lived
their lives.  as such, early homo was able to increase access to nutrition and
became enmeshed in a network of cooperation and information sharing as part
of its niche. the de-fleshing of animals and the collection and processing of
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plant foods works better when done together. In the early pleistocene, our
ancestors shifted from relying primarily on what their bodies provided to
expanding their capabilities to get food by using inanimate materials (like rocks)
and shaping them to serve their purposes.  our lineage expanded beyond the
reach of their own hands, the power of their own muscles, and the effectiveness
of their own teeth.  our ancestors began to actively envision and construct new
patterns that impacted bodies and the environment. 

fashioning even the simplest oldowan tools (dating to ≈2.3-1.8 million
years ago) requires a particular set of manipulations made possible by hominin
hands (the thumb-finger precision grips and hand-eye coordination) and a par-
ticular capacity for predicting the outcomes of hitting the rocks (reflecting a set
of cognitive capabilities). evidence of tool making suggests that more than one
individual was making these tools in a group and that over time each group like-
ly had many tool makers (if not everyone). this requires a process of sharing
information, passing the knowledge and ability to create and use these tools
within groups and across generations—a tangible sign of collaborative creativity.

Common oldowan tools are sharp stone flakes created by striking a stone
core (often called a “cobble”) with another stone, called a “hammer stone.”
oldowan tool making requires the capacity to act in a particular sequence. one
must find and assemble the basic materials (core and hammer stones) of appro-
priate size, shape, and composition.  as rocks vary in density, grain, crystal
structure, etc., not all rocks serve equally well as source materials. early humans
had to search for, locate, and repeatedly go back to the same sources, or at least
be able to assess the same rock types and sizes, in order to get the best raw
materials. once done, our ancestors also needed to find a safe place to make
the tools (a loud and intensive process—and there were high densities of large
predators living in the same time and place as early homo). 

making the flakes also presents a series of challenges, as one must:

examine the core for shapes and patterns in the rock and select the spe-•
cific site to strike the core to create the best flake;  
position/hold/support the core in a certain way to best achieve a clean•
strike;  
effectively grip the hammer stone and get an accurate arm swing move-•
ment such that the percussive strike achieves the desired result.

once one flake has been detached, one has to repeat the whole process again
but now with a modified core and a new set of possibilities: new shape of the
core, new options for where to hit it, and the whole set of steps in the flake pro-
duction process starts again. think about the amount of information, prepara-
tion, forethought, and skill required to do this well. and this description is for
those individuals who are already skilled at making these tools—this is a learned
behavior. today it usually takes university students many, many hours or even
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weeks to learn to reliably make quality oldowan tools, even with instruction
from a skilled teacher, using language, video guides, and books, and already
having the best materials delivered to the lab or classroom—things that none of
our early ancestors had. the simple stone tool making process of the oldowan
provides us with the hard evidence of our lineage’s creativity and their early
ability to shape the world—and it opened up a space for them to grow their
brains and increase social and cognitive complexity.

a research group led by dietrich stout of emory university recently
demonstrated that learning to make oldowan tools stimulates patterns of activ-
ity in the visual cortex and other areas of the brain suggesting that the act of tool
making shapes the way the brain responds to stimuli and that learning to make
stone tools could have initiated a shift in homo brain activity. the areas where
overall toolmaking activity had the clearest effects were the supra-marginal gyrus
in the parietal lobe and right inferior frontal gyrus of the prefrontal cortex.
these brain areas are associated with planning complex actions, advanced cog-
nition, and possibly the development of skills in language. the emory group
demonstrated that experienced, contemporary stone toolmakers showed
increases in activity in the supra-marginal gyrus in their parietal lobe. but they
also found that other individuals just watching the tool makers could also expe-
rience some increases in activity in that brain area as well—the action of tool
making and the watching, imitating, communicating, and collaborating about
tool making can set up and expand the activity and dynamics of particular areas
in the brain.29 these brain areas are also associated with language and other
high-level cognitive behavior and are areas that began to grow in complexity
between .5 and 2 million years ago. this interface between tools, cognition, and
neurobiology sets the stage for developing a “language ready brain”30 and lay-
ing the groundwork for our modern context where, as vygotsky observes, “the
dialectic unity of these systems in the human adult is the very essence of com-
plex human behavior.”31 perception, imagination, cognition, and collaboration
are entangled in our evolution and the creation, and use of stone tools con-
tributed substantially to the expansion of the human niche and kick-started the
human lineage’s penchant for reshaping the world towards our own ends. 

domestICatIon—reshapIng us and them

dogs, cats, chickens, cows, horses, pigeons, hamsters, guinea pigs, rats,
pigs, goats, sheep, llamas, alpacas, water buffalo, ducks, geese, rabbits, turkeys,
salmon, tuna, tilapia, apples, oranges, papaya, mangos, plums, tomatoes, car-
rots, bananas, beans, rice, wheat, hops, potatoes, sweet potatoes, yams, onions,
beets, leeks, lettuce, cabbage, peaches, nectarines, chilies, vanilla, almonds,
cashews, walnuts, sunflowers, corn, zucchini, pumpkins, cucumbers, cocoa,
lemons, and limes are but a small sample of the animals and plants that we have
created or recreated in the most recent phase of our evolution. domestication
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is the modification of a plant or animal species such that the traits that are most
beneficial to humans’ use are accentuated, and it is one of the most significant
examples of the human imagination and niche construction there is. once
humans discovered that we could manipulate, shape, and select pattern varieties
and behaviors, our creativity—and, many would say, our cruelty—exploded.

most plants or animals that we eat and most of the ones we see around us
every day are products of human influence and engineering: by-products of a
creative trajectory that started deep in our past but shifted to a new level in the
last ≈15,000 years. surprisingly, early domestication and sedentism increased
negative health issues, conflicts with neighboring groups, and work relative to
foragers in the same areas. but most stuck with it. Curiosity, imagination, and
investigation drove them to it. 

for example, some 7-9,000 years ago the people of the pearl river valley
collected wild rice for food.32 It was a long and labor-intensive process to pick
all the stalks and get all the ripe grains (proto rice) before they fell off and/or
birds and other animals got to them. but over time they noticed that there was
variation in the ease that grains fell off the stalks. they were able to determine
ways to tell the difference between the easy drop off and what we now call the
“shatterproof” varieties (the carriers of the mutant sh4 gene). these proto-farm-
ers did not know they were performing basic genetic experimentation, co-opt-
ing natural selection and ecosystem engineering. these peoples began to
exploit the easy drop-off grains early, as soon as they ripen, and save the shat-
terproof ones until later. taking the easily obtained grains/stalks first and saving
the others until later, the people reduced the rate of reproduction of the easy
fall off variety (more seeds of this kind eaten, thus fewer seeds germinating) and
gave an upper hand in reproduction to those with the shatterproof genetic muta-
tion—inadvertent genetic manipulation of plants. this was the start of farming
and the origin of human-caused genetically modified organisms (gmos). 

the pearl river people realized that, if they controlled access to the stalks,
they secured all the grains. they could control the lifecycle, or at least the vari-
ation of types, in the early rice and shape it to provide more sustenance. they
cleared areas around the rice of other plants and possibly put some guards in
the patches of rice when it began to ripen to keep away birds and rodents. they
organized to collect all the ripe rice at the same time and take it back to the vil-
lage or the seasonal camp. this was a harvest and set the stage for a wide array
of new patterns and processes, social, physiological, ecological, and perceptual. 

this pattern happened with a myriad of animals and plants across the
globe during the last 10,000 years or so.33 humans experimented with their
food, both plant and animal, changing the genetics, the development of mus-
cles, bones, and fur, and behavior.  selective hunting and shaping of wild herds
is evident in the archeological record over the last 20,000 years. In the last
10,000 years, that management ratcheted up to more than hunting experiments.
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today, many human groups, from herding societies in mongolia to amazonian
foraging societies, will spend great time and effort to raise young animals, even
to the point of feeding them with human milk from lactating mothers. a bit of
imagination and creativity and a lot of collaboration led to the solution we still
practice today: animal husbandry.  

around the planet, humans who were experimenting with capturing and
raising animals to keep the meat close at hand began to figure out that male
animals were good for something beyond eating. humans developed the
equation females + male(s) + captivity + time = offspring, a kind of bio-arith-
metic. thousands of years before gregor mendel and Charles darwin elabo-
rated on these processes (i.e. selective breeding), human genetic manipulation
of other species had begun. today, we see this in nearly all of the animals we
are familiar with. this was the start of experimentation on other animals to
manipulate them and to reshape their bodies and our uses of their bodies.
the benefits to us have been high and the costs to and impact on other ani-
mals has been massive. 

once people realized they could control the breeding and the
shape/behavior of other organisms (plant or animals), knowledge, imagination,
creativity, and experimentation fused into a system that integrated math, biolo-
gy, and experience as well.  such a system, where humans assume they can fig-
ure things out, manipulate them, and reshape them to their own ends, herald-
ed the emergence of applied science as a human endeavor. we know that, at
approximately the same time that larger settlements show up in the archeolog-
ical record, agriculture emerged as well as the domestication of animals. this
set in motion changes that created larger groups with increasingly strong senses
of group identity, more storage, greater devotion and obligation to places, and
increased inequality. all this created more opportunities and incentives for vio-
lence and conflict.  rich resources in a local area are best exploited by dividing
up labor into specialties.  agriculture and domestication require the planning
of sowing, harvesting and processing, caring for and protecting animals,
butchering and preparing them. the increasing need for these diverse skills
presented a challenge for human creativity and cooperation, a challenge met
with increasingly stratified and complex social structures. however, the hierar-
chies in status, wealth, and power that go hand in hand with the management
of larger surpluses of food and the division of land and other resources created
greater inequalities and increased incentives for conflict, greed, distrust, and
even cruelty. 

from that point on, the connection between creativity, experimentation,
technological development, and inequality starts to ratchet up. domestication
and agriculture (and all that goes with them) initiated the anthropocene, the age
of the humans—a process that currently puts us, and the planet, on the brink of
serious catastrophe.
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the emergenCe of faIth and hope: IntegratIng approaChes when

looKIng to the future

human evolution, development, and inheritance patterns are not purely
physical, and the boundaries between genes, epigenetic systems, bodies, ecolo-
gies, psychologies, societies, and histories can be fluid and dynamic.
perception, meaning, and experience are as central in human history as are
muscles, bones and hormones.  how humans see the world—or better put,
how humans perceive the world to be—can play a significant role in in evolu-
tionary process.34

many, if not most, scholars recognize that a substantive component of
human evolutionary success emerges from our distinctive reliance on the cre-
ation and use of symbols and its impact on the development of imagination.  It
is abundantly clear that human perceptions of the world influence our actions,
especially our patterns of collaborative activity, such that the patterns and
processes of perception constitute a significant factor in human evolutionary
histories and plays a major role in the creation of the human niche. the man-
ner in which symbols are generated, perceived, and utilized by humans struc-
tures perceptions and behavior and creates a dynamic wherein the material
world (the physical environment) is never without meaningful, and imaginative,
patterns.35 the human perception of the world structures how we interact with
it—belief matters in human evolutionary processes.

the human imagination, the capacity to develop ideas, concepts, and sen-
sations that are not materially, temporally, or explicitly present in the immedi-
ate surroundings, is part of human perceptual and interactive reality, and it is a
substantive aspect of lived experience. thus, it is evolutionarily relevant. over
the last 40-400,000 years, we see increasing material evidence of symbolic
action and perception.36 It seems as though the human niche, how we live in
and on the landscape, becomes inextricable with the perception and interpre-
tation (of the world) by human communities. this suggest that the patterns and
processes in human evolution are influenced by variable, symbolic representa-
tions and discernments deriving from the range of experiential and perceptual
possibilities influenced and created by collaborations infused with and/or struc-
tured in part by the human imagination.

from at least 300,000 years prior to the first appearance of modern
humans, there is evidence that our ancestors were developing increasingly com-
plex, substantial, cognitive and behavioral abilities in response to ecological and
social challenges.37 everything we know about the human past suggests that it
was this behavioral and cognitive ability, combined with increasing social coop-
eration and coordination, and the development and experimentation with sym-
bolic thought that enabled humans to create our modern capacity for extensive,
shared intentionality, meta-coordination, and language.  at the heart of these
innovations is the ability to create meaning in ways that are distinctive.  
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human imagination and our reliance on the symbolic are central facets of
the ecosystem. we are enmeshed in what terry deacon eloquently calls the
“great ubiquitous semiotic ecosystem.”38 niche construction is the interaction
and mutual malleability between organisms and their environment and is relat-
ed to the patterns and processes of pressures developed and modulated by the
relationship. the human ability to imagine responses to pressures (material,
perceived, existential, etc.) and to convert those imaginings into material items
or actions has become a major tool in evolutionary processes. 

In the contemporary world, the pace of world shaping has ratcheted up so
fast that it is becoming difficult for us (humans) to conceptualize or directly
experience the immensity of the ecosystem changes. In 2016, the distribution
of human populations and of economic and political access is highly skewed,
and inequality is rampant. this creates increasingly divergent patterns of per-
ception and experience, symbol and ecology, across human communities.
while this trend’s roots reach hundreds of millennia into the past, the current
differential pace and impact is beyond anything we see even in the recent
holocene past. all human communities manipulate their environments, but
some do so at much higher and more intense rates. 

because human ecosystems are not just physical but are also perceptual,
belief, hope and practice are significant factors in shaping ecosystems, bodies,
and landscapes.  because of this, our ideologies matter as agential components
in evolutionary processes.39 a deeper understanding and engagement with the
processes by which this developed and is expressed can be of benefit as we
move forward rapidly into the 21st century. 

humans are constantly in a state of becoming; our interface with the world
is always relational, biological, and social, simultaneously.40 this is highly rele-
vant in considering our role as keystone shaper of ecosystems and of each other
at this point in time.  we can recognize that the patterns of humans today derive
from deeply rooted, ongoing, dynamic, and malleable processes of creativity
and collaboration, and in doing so we may be able to derive insight into what we
could and should be doing in regards to the global—our, humans’ and others’—
future. humans are not, and never have been, alone in ecosystems—our actions
affect more than ourselves.  from early stone tool production and use to the
reshaping of animals bodies, human action has cascade effects, inside and out. 

looking to our past illustrates that our possibilities are structured but mal-
leable. there is abundant evidence that we can change the shape of ecosystems
and ourselves, but it takes substantial efforts of collaboration and creation. we
are one of the few species that had a hand in making itself and the world, a
process that is ongoing. humans are ecosystem managers, and today we do so
on a global scale. I suggest that with this role of “management” come ethical and
practical responsibilities: humans must be the lead actors in creating sustain-
ability for planetary and local ecosystems. but to do so we certainly will have to
seriously engage our capacities for creative collaboration.  
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our evolutionary history (e.g. the tool making/using and domestication
examples) demonstrates a human ability to generate expectations of future out-
comes by using more than what is predictable based on one’s surrounding or
based on what one has experienced. many species use basic predictability but
do so based on some material reality available to the individuals (like knowl-
edge of where fruit is or the size of an opponent) or experiences they have had
(there was fruit in a particular location in the past or they were able to beat this
other individual in a fight before). the expectations—or ‘hope’—that humans
can create involves the use of imagination communicated through symbols  and
made material via intensive collaboration. Knowledge of how this has played
out in our past and the processes and capacities it reflects can be used to pro-
vide individuals and communities with a justification to undertake actions that,
under normal conditions of predictability, would be interpreted as leading to
failure. other animals might occasionally do risky or unpredictable things, but
humans hope and wish for things and actions, and do them, as part of our reg-
ular existence.  the capacities that we used to imagine and build tools, to
reshape animals and plants, and to develop the complex societies of today are
interconnected. we continue to creatively and collaboratively become human
but are now faced with structural inequities, built into ecosystems and main-
tained by differential action and access.

this is where communities of faith become central factors. sincere and
deep collaboration is facilitated by strong ties via the powerful symbolic and
social sensations, imagery, and context offered via human religious engage-
ment.  faith communities are not the only loci of strong community cohesion,
of shared desire to imagine and create good for one another, but they are pow-
erful ones.  of the 7.5 billion humans on the planet, nearly 83% identify as reli-
gious or religiously affiliated. belief and faith not only represent a key human
capacity, they also form an important aspect of the lives of a majority humans
on the planet: faith, belief, hope, can be central, evolutionarily relevant factors
in human becoming.41 and, as perception is related to action, what and how
humans believe can play central roles in the shaping, reshaping and re-directing
of the human niche and therefore local and global ecologies. 

I suggest that blending the evolutionary information and approach I have
briefly highlighted here with the acknowledgement of the creative and collabo-
rative possibilities offered by the human imagination and the various patterns
by which it is displayed in concepts and practices of faith enables us to more
fully recognize and interact with ethical and moral responsibilities to ourselves
and others. 

humans are the species most involved in shaping ecologies on this planet
due to particular evolutionary heritage of niche construction, collaboration,
and creativity. I have no doubt we will continue to do so into the future, and
this must become a normative part of our dialogue.  by seriously engaging as
communities, scholars, and individuals with the complexity, dynamism, and
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potential of human becoming, past and present, we can maximize the possibil-
ities for sustainability and transformation inherent in the very processes of
human becoming.  
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